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Asset Management
Made Easier.

What is
Asset Management?
Asset management are a suite of software, designed to quickly and
effectively gather all your assets from computers to lightbulbs to
robots into a powerful centralised system for you to make informed
decisions about your physical inventory.

35%

Asset management is critical in any organisation to ensure assets
are maintained, accounted for and maximised to their full potential.
A recent study revealed companies tend to spend nearly 35% more
on hardware than what they need because there's no real tracking
and references.

Assets from an accounting standpoint, tend to have a steady depreciation year by year and keeping unused assets due to lack of visibility is a
direct loss for any business. Besides that, having a good asset management
allows you to plan maintenance, easily locate where they are, track who
uses them, gather insightful statistics on its actual effectiveness / usage
and start saving money by making informed decisions on your assets.

Benefits of
Asset Management
Keep track of all your assets
Asset management software can tell where the assets are located, how they are used, and
when changes were made to them. Data from the asset management solution can ensure that
asset recovery will lead to better returns.

Manage your assets accurately and effectively
Manage assets from different locations in an accurate and effective manner. Create an inventory
report that may be required by insurers or lease financiers.

Know your financial statements
Regular assessment of assets will ensure that the financial statements of the business are
accurate. An asset management system removes ghost assets from your records and therefore,
contributing to the bottom line.

Automate your asset recovery
Asset recovery is automatically reflected in an asset management system. Once assets are
scrapped or sold, the said assets will be removed from the records. Related assets, such as
consumables and spare parts, are written off or sold to free storage space.

Easier asset maintenance
With the insights into the performance of your equipment, negotiating with suppliers to get a
reliable quotation for maintenance is easier as they will know how much maintenance needs to
be performed.

Understand the capabilities and worth of your asset
Asset management allows an organisation to understand the capabilities of its assets and their
worth and how they can be operated in the most effective manner to prevent under maintenance or over maintenance problems.

Reduce theft incidents
With the use of asset management system, incidents of thefts are lowered. Proper accounting
of the asset recovery process will ensure that an organisation maximises the returns with no
items lost during the process.

Manage software licences easily
IT asset discovery informs you of what is connected to the network and, coupled with a complete inventory of hardware, software data, results in enhanced security and financial control
over IT assets. Knowing the number of licences owned versus the licences deployed prevents
organisations from over deploying or under deploying software, both of which can be costly.

Why you should invest in
AstiosAM Solution?
The entire life cycle of an asset from acquisition and commissioning through deployment
and maintenance, to decommissioning and replacement is considered. Location and status
are kept updated in order to produce management reports on status, condition and location
as and when needed.
In a nutshell, an asset management system not only makes you aware of what assets you
have but helps you avoid potential risks, it optimises the life cycle of your assets. With asset
tracking you can put plans in place to avoid costly pitfalls so that your organisation can excel.
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